We can easily recognize human movements from very limited visual information (biological motion perception). The present study investigated how upper and lower body areas contribute to direction discrimination of a point-light (PL) walker. Observers judged the direction that the PL walker was facing. The walker performed either normal walking or hakobi, a walking style used in traditional Japanese performing arts, in which the amount of the local motion of extremities is much smaller than that in normal walking. Either the upper, lower, or full body of the PL walker was presented. Discrimination performance was found to be better for the lower body than for the upper body. We also found that discrimination performance for the lower body was affected by walking style and/or the amount of local motion signals. Additional eye movement analyses indicated that the observers initially inspected the region corresponding to the upper body, and then the gaze shifted toward the lower body. This held true even when the upper body was absent. We conjectured that the upper body subserved to localize the PL walker and the lower body to discriminate walking direction. We concluded that the upper and lower bodies play different roles in direction discrimination of a PL walker.
Introduction
Observing human movements does more than simply provide us with kinematic information. The human ability to perceive various aspects of the state of another from their motions is incredibly robust. In fact, motion itself is sufficient to infer the gender (Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977; Troje, 2002) , emotion (Atkinson, Dittrich, Gemmell, & Young, 2004; Dittrich, Troscianko, Lea, & Morgan, 1996; Pollick, Paterson, Bruderlin, & Sanford, 2001) , and animacy of others (Chang & Troje, 2008) . Johansson (1973) developed a point-light (PL) display where human motion was visually represented only by a small number of dots on the joints. The PL display demonstrated that the presence of a person could be easily detected on the basis of PL movements only. A number of psychological and neuroscientific studies have investigated the underlying mechanisms and neural bases of the robust perception of biological motion (for a review, see Blake & Shiffrar, 2007; Giese & Poggio, 2003) .
Existing studies aimed to reveal how much and what kind of information is minimal and sufficient to support biological motion perception. For example, the importance of local motion (Hirai, Saunders, & Troje, 2011; Thurman & Grossman, 2008; Troje & Westhoff, 2006) , global configuration (Beintema, Georg, & Lappe, 2006; Beintema & Lappe, 2002; Lange, Georg, & Lappe, 2006; McKay, Simmons, McAleer, & Pollick, 2009 ), or both (Baccus, Mozgova, & Thompson, 2009; Thurman, Giese, & Grossman, 2010) in perceiving PL motion has been suggested. Other studies examined task dependence of the dominant cue (Chang & Troje, 2009; Thirkettle, Benton, & Scott-Samuel, 2009 ). Although it is not yet fully understood how local motion and global configuration are processed, this minimalistic approach to biological motion perception has begun to reveal the complicated mechanisms of human motion perception successfully.
Another line of research has focused on revealing which body parts are crucial in biological motion perception by omitting a part of the PL display. Some studies have suggested that omitting extremities drastically impairs direction discrimination of a PL walker and that hence the PL display of the extremities (particularly the feet) seems to be crucial (Mather, Radford, & West, 1992; Troje & Westhoff, 2006) , However, this would not necessarily mean that information from body parts other than extremities is left unused. Rather, the task determines which body parts are the crucial one. For example, omission of mid-limb points (elbows and knees) and central points (shoulders and hips) impaired detection of the PL walker much more than the omission of extremities (wrists and ankles; Pinto & Shiffrar, 1999) . The upper and middle bodies are more informative with regard to ascertaining the gender of the PL walker (Johnson & Tassinary, 2005; Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977) . More recently, classification image, bubbles techniques, and gaze pattern analyses have directly examined information from different body parts, thereby establishing which are used in biological motion perception. Lu and Liu (2006) used the classification image technique in order to investigate which points were correlated with task performance in forward/backward discrimination of a PL walker. The resulting classification image suggested that all PL points had comparable effects and, hence, implied that global processing of the PL display subserves biological motion perception. Thurman et al. (2010) adopted the bubbles technique and indicated that observers relied not only on lower body motion but also on upper body posture in direction discrimination of the PL walker. Saunders, Williamson, and Troje (2010) examined gaze pattern in direction and gender discrimination of the PL walker. Although the feet were inspected more frequently in direction discrimination than in gender discrimination, the shoulders and hip were inspected more frequently than the feet in both tasks. Thus, while the importance of extremities was suggested for direction discrimination, gaze pattern and classification image analyses showed that the entire body was inspected in biological motion perception.
It is obvious that each body part plays a different role in producing different actions, and action experience trains biological motion perception (Jacobs, Pinto, & Shiffrar, 2004; Pinto & Shiffrar, 2009) . Despite the fact that the crucial body part was task-dependent, the entire body was inspected in biological motion perception; information from each body part might play different roles in the perception of biological motion. For example, the upper and lower bodies have a different effect on the facing bias of a depth-ambiguous PL walker, depending on spatiotemporal characteristics and type of action performed (Schouten, Troje, & Verfaillie, 2011; Vanrie & Verfaillie, 2006) .
In the present study, we aimed to investigate the roles of, as well as information usage for, the upper and lower body areas in direction discrimination of PL walkers. For this purpose, apart from normal walking, we also used the biological motion characteristic of hakobi walking.
Hakobi is a variant of walking performed in Kyogen, a Japanese traditional performing art. Hakobi walking is described as "designed to avoid up and down movements while moving along. The heels are kept in contact with the floor at all times and slide along the stage" (Cavaye, Griffith, & Senda, 2005, p. 188) . The hakobi walking performed by professional Kyogen actors can be recognized as a walking motion, yet the trajectories and magnitudes of local motion are different from those of normal walking (see Figures 1 and 2 ). In particular, while the amount of local motion of head and trunk (head, shoulder, hip, and knee) are not largely different between normal and hakobi walking, that of the extremities (e.g., elbow, wrist, ankle, and toe) in hakobi walking is much smaller than that in normal walking. Therefore, comparing these two walking motions enables us to investigate how the local motion of the upper and lower bodies contributes to directional discrimination of biological motion.
In Experiment 1, in order to confirm that the basic characteristics of biological motion perception are common between hakobi and normal walking, we examined the effect of body area as well as the inversion effect of hakobi and normal walking on a PL walker. In Experiment 2, the effects of upper and lower bodies on direction discrimination were examined by combining the upper and lower bodies of PL walkers performing the two walking types. Finally, in Experiments 3A and 3B, we investigated observers' visual strategies for direction discrimination by measuring eye movements.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we examined qualitative and quantitative differences in direction discrimination of hakobi and normal PL walkers. PL stimuli of the full or lower body were presented in upright or inverted forms, and we measured discrimination thresholds for each stimulus condition.
Methods

Participants
Five observers participated in the experiment. All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 
Apparatus and stimuli
Prior to the experiment, we recorded the 3D motion trajectories of 16 joint points 1 of normal and hakobi walking at a 200-Hz sampling rate (Hawk Digital System, Motion Analysis). Hakobi walking was performed by three professional male Kyogen actors, and normal walking was performed by four male adults. Thereafter, we converted the 3D motion trajectory into a 2D trajectory from an edge-on viewpoint, normalized walking velocity to 1 cycle/s, and resampled the trajectory at a sampling rate of 85 Hz (see Figure 2) .
Visual stimuli were presented on a 21-inch CRT monitor (refresh rate: 85 Hz, viewing distance: 57 cm). A red fixation point was presented at the center of the screen throughout the experiment. The PL walker was represented by white dots on the black background. The height of the full-body stimuli was approximately 6.9-. The initial frame of the PL animation was randomly determined for each trial, with a range from 0 to 530 ms. The location of the PL stimulus was also randomly determined. The walking direction was either leftward or rightward. Further, we presented random motion noises by adding the extra moving dots identical in size and color to those of the PL walker. The trajectories of the noise dots were randomly sampled from all other PL stimuli; hence, the noise itself was not predictive as for the facing direction. The initial position of each noise dot was randomly determined. The trajectory of each noise dot was randomly rotated on the 2D image plane.
Procedure
In each trial, a blank display for 250 ms was followed by a PL animation for 1 s, after which the observer judged the direction that the PL walker was facing. The next trial began immediately after the observer's response. The participants were tested with all combinations of walking type (normal vs. hakobi), vertical orientation (upright vs. inverted), and body areas (full body vs. lower body). A PL stimulus was randomly chosen out of four normal actors in the normal walker condition and out of three hakobi actors in the hakobi walker condition. In the inverted condition, the PL walker was mirror-reversed along the horizontal axis. In the lower body condition, only the 8 joint points of the lower body were presented. The full-body and lower body conditions were conducted in separate sessions. The other experimental conditions (walking type and vertical orientation) were randomly presented in the experimental session.
We measured the discrimination threshold by using the 3-up 1-down staircase method. The noise level (i.e., the number of random motion noise dots) was increased after three consecutive correct responses and decreased after one incorrect response. The amount of increase/decrease of noise level was 4 dots until 12 reversals, which was reduced to 2 dots thereafter. The initial noise level was zero, and the staircase was terminated after 18 reversals or after the noise level reached 192 dots; hence, the number of trials varied depending on the participant's performance. A single staircase run was performed for each experimental condition (on average, 114 trials for each condition and 916 trials for each participant). We defined the discrimination threshold as the logarithms of the average noise level of the last 6 reversals, which converge to a correct discrimination rate of approximately 79.4%. Figure 3 illustrates the discrimination threshold of each experimental condition. A three-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of walking type (F(1,4) = 18.8, p G 0.05), vertical orientation (F(1,4) = 22.9, p G 0.01), body area (F(1,4) = 16.0, p G 0.05), and three-way interaction (F(1,4) = 12.0, p G 0.05). The discrimination threshold was higher in normal walking than in hakobi walking, in the full-body display than in the lower body display and in the upright display than in the inverted display. Further tests revealed that the two-way interaction between walking type and vertical orientation was significant in the full-body condition (F(1,4) = 16.3, p G 0.05) but not in the lower body condition (F(1,4) = 1.11, p = 0.35). This indicated that the inversion effect of full-body display was larger for hakobi walking than for normal walking, although the inversion effect was significant or marginally significant in all combinations of walking type and body area (normal-full body: t(4) = 3.97, p G 0.05; normal-lower body: t(4) = 2.76, p = 0.05; hakobi-full body: t(4) = 6.53, p G 0.01; hakobi-lower body: t(4) = 6.37, p G 0.01). These results suggested that the PL hakobi walking provided less information with regard to facing direction than normal walking did; however, the participants perceived the walking direction of the normal and hakobi walkers in a qualitatively similar way: Inversion as well as lower body display impaired direction discrimination. Furthermore, the fact that the omission of the upper body impaired discrimination performance implies that the upper body subserved direction discrimination of the PL walker.
Results
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 suggested that the upper body as well as the lower body contributed to direction discrimination for both normal and hakobi walking. In the following experiments, therefore, we focused on the roles of and information usage for lower body and upper body in direction discrimination. First, in Experiment 2, in order to investigate the effects of the upper and lower bodies directly, we presented PL stimuli of the lower body, upper body, or both and separately measured the discrimination thresholds for each body area. Moreover, we examined whether discrimination performance in the full-body condition could be predicted by a simple probabilistic summation of performance in the lower and upper body conditions.
Methods
Nine observers participated in Experiment 2. All participants reported that they had normal or correctedto-normal vision. Stimuli and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, we tested discrimination thresholds of all combinations of four types of upper body condition (normal, hakobi, static, and absent) and three types of lower body condition (normal, hakobi, and absent) except for the absent-absent combination; this resulted in 11 experimental conditions (on average, 137 trials for each condition and 1505 trails for each participant). In the static upper body condition, the display frame was randomly chosen from the hakobi walking and was presented without motion. In order to combine the lower and upper bodies of different walkers, the heights of all walkers were standardized and the positions of the lower and upper bodies were aligned by the PL hip point.
Results
Figure 4 presents the discrimination threshold of each experimental condition. Since the experimental design was quasi-factorial and the absent-absent condition was missing, we performed two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs separately for the lower body-present conditions (4 upper body Â 2 lower body) and upper bodypresent conditions (3 upper body Â 3 lower body). In the lower body-present conditions, we found a significant main effect of lower body (F(1, 8) = 79.5, p G 0.001) as well as upper body (F(3, 24) = 8.85, p G 0.001); however, the interaction was not significant (F(3, 24) = 1.91, p = 0.15). Pairwise comparison (Ryan's method) of the upper body conditions revealed that the discrimination threshold was lower in the upper body-absent condition as compared to the other conditions (ps G 0.05). As for the effect of lower body, the discrimination threshold of the hakobi walking was lower that that of normal walking.
With regard to the upper body-present conditions, we found a significant main effect of lower body (F(2, 16) = 123.8, p G 0.001) but not upper body (F(2, 16) = 0.08, p = 0.92) as well as an interaction (F(4,32) = 0.53, p = 0.72). Pairwise comparison of the lower body conditions revealed that the discrimination threshold of normal walking was the highest, followed by hakobi walking, and then by the absent condition.
Thus, discrimination performance was affected by the presence and type of lower body stimulus. In contrast, the effect of upper body stimulus was different from that of lower body stimulus. While the presence of the upper body improved discrimination performance, the type of upper body stimulus did not matter. Moreover, the congruency of the upper and lower bodies had no effect on direction discrimination.
Thereafter, we examined whether discrimination performance in the full-body conditions could be predicted by performance in the upper and lower body conditions. For this purpose, we performed probit analyses for each participant and each condition and compared the discrimination threshold in the full-body conditions to those predicted by a probabilistic summation of performances from the upper and lower body conditions (Watson, 1979 , see Appendix A). Figure 5 indicates a 75% correct discrimination threshold estimated with the results of the fullbody condition (i.e., the real data, indicated by circles) and those predicted in the corresponding upper and lower body conditions (indicated by triangles). A three-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA of upper body, lower body, and estimation type (observation vs. prediction) revealed that the main effect of estimation type (F(1, 8) = 43.6, p G 0.001) and lower body (F(1, 8) = 31.2, p G 0.001), as well as the two-way interaction of lower body and estimation type (F(1, 8) = 5.32, p G 0.05), was significant. With regard to the interaction, further analyses revealed that the effect of estimation type was significant when the lower body was hakobi walking (F(1, 8) = 36.1, p G 0.001) and marginally significant when the lower body was normal walking (F(1, 8) = 4.59, p = 0.06). These results indicated that discrimination performance in the full-body conditions was higher than the discrimination performance in the upper and lower body conditions. The benefit of full-body presentation was larger for the lower body in hakobi walking than the lower body in normal walking. Furthermore, congruency of the type of upper and lower body stimuli did not affect the benefit of full-body presentation.
Experiment 3A
In Experiments 3A and 3B, we recorded eye movements during the direction discrimination task in order to examine how observers inspected the upper and lower bodies of the PL walker.
Methods
Fourteen observers participated in the experiment. The stimuli and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 2. In Experiment 3A, we tested all combinations of three types of upper body stimulus (normal, hakobi, and absent) and 3 types of lower body stimulus (normal, hakobi, and absent) except for the absent-absent combination, thereby leading to 8 experimental conditions (on average, 111 trials for each condition and 884 trials for each participant). We tracked observers' gaze position with an Eyelink II tracker (SR Research, sampling rate: 250 Hz). We removed the fixation points, and the participants were instructed to feel free to view any position on the PL display. A calibration of the eye tracker was performed before the experimental session, and each trial began after a drift correction of the eye tracker.
Results Figure 6 illustrates the discrimination threshold of each experimental condition. Three participants were excluded from the following analyses since the discrimination threshold was zero in some conditions. As in Experiment 2, we performed two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs separately for the lower body-present and upper bodypresent conditions. In the lower body-present conditions, we found significant main effects of lower body (F(1, 10) = 28.8, p G 0.001) and upper body (F(2, 20) = 9.18, p G 0.01) and a significant interaction between them (F(2, 20) = 3.97, p G 0.05). Pairwise comparisons of the upper body conditions revealed that the discrimination threshold was lower in the upper body-absent condition than in the other conditions. With regard to the upper body-present conditions, the main effect of lower body (F(2, 20) = 22.5, p G 0.001) and the two-way interaction (F(2, 20) = 6.24, p G 0.01) were significant; however, the main effect of upper body (F(2, 16) = 0.08, p = 0.92) was not. Pairwise comparisons of the lower body conditions revealed that the discrimination threshold was lower in the lower bodyabsent conditions than in the other conditions. The effect of upper body did not attain significance in any lower body conditions. Thus, for the most part, discrimination performance results of Experiments 3A and 3B replicated those of Experiment 2.
In the gaze analyses, as the position of PL stimulus varied across trails, we first offset the vertical gaze position so that the hip point of the initial PL motion frame was zero for each trial. We then pooled the vertical positions of all valid samples for each condition and divided them into 2 bins of first (0-500 ms) and second (500-1000 ms) periods of the PL display. Finally, we fitted the gaze density by unimodal and bimodal normal distributions. Figure 7 illustrates the density of vertical gaze position of each condition.
2 Visual inspection of gaze density ( Figure 7 ) and model selection using AIC (Table 1) indicated that there were two peaks in the lower bodypresent conditions and one peak in the lower body-absent conditions. In the lower body-present conditions, one peak was positioned around the vertical center (elbows, wrists, and hip) and the other was in the lower body (ankle and toe). In the lower body-absent conditions, the peak was positioned around the vertical center, which was slightly higher than the upper peak of the lower body-present conditions. Thus, it was clear that the gaze patterns differed qualitatively depending on the absence or presence of the lower body.
In order to confirm the gaze patterns over time, we analyzed gaze density of each participant separately and performed a 3-way (condition, period: first vs. second, and peak: upper vs. lower) repeated-measures ANOVA for the lower body-present conditions and a 2-way (condition and period) ANOVA for the lower and upper body conditions (Figure 8 ). With regard to the time course of the gaze patterns, the position of the two peaks in the lower bodypresent conditions largely did not shift between the first and second periods (F(1, 10) = 2.86, p = 0.12); however, peak density changed over time. The upper peak densities were far higher than the lower peak density in the first period (F(1, 10) = 40.8, p G 0.001); the upper and lower peak densities then became similar in the second period (F(1, 10) = 0.29, p = 0.60). In the lower body-absent condition, the position of the peak moved up slightly (F(1, 10) = 21.7, p G 0.001), and peak density decreased over time (F(1, 10) = 4.94, p = 0.05). Thus, the gaze analyses suggested that observers initially looked at the middle or upper body area, and then the gaze position moved to the lower body area if the lower body was present, while it stayed around the upper body when the lower body was absent. It must be noted that the observers were able to determine whether the lower body was present or missing with barely orienting to the expected location of the lower body (Figures 7 and 8) . Finally, neither the type and presence of upper body stimulus nor the type of lower body stimulus modulated gaze patterns; only the presence or absence of the lower body modulated them.
Experiment 3B
In Experiment 3A, the lower body was absent in some trials. Although it was clearly shown that the upper body area was always observed, even when it was absent, the knowledge that the lower body could be absent might lead to a particular strategic bias toward the upper body area. In Experiment 3B, the lower body was present throughout the experiment, and we investigated whether gaze patterns would change. In addition, in this experiment, we also presented the static upper body condition that was used in Experiment 2 to examine if the gaze patterns are similar between the dynamic and static upper bodies.
Methods
Thirteen observers participated in the experiment. The stimuli and apparatus were identical to those in Experiment 3A.
In Experiment 3B, we tested the discrimination threshold of all combinations of 4 types of upper body stimulus (normal, hakobi, static, and absent) and 2 types of lower body (normal and hakobi), thereby leading to 8 experimental conditions (on average, 120 trials for each condition and 963 trials for each participant). Figure 6 illustrates the discrimination threshold of each experimental condition. A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant main effects of the upper body (F(3, 36) = 9.17, p G 0.001) and lower body (F(1,12) = 48.2, p G 0.001). Pairwise comparisons of the upper body conditions revealed that the discrimination threshold was lower in the upper body-absent condition than in the other conditions. Figure 9 illustrates the density of vertical gaze position.
Results
3
Although the peaks were apparently less distinct than those in Experiment 3A, bimodal distribution was identified as a better model than unimodal distribution in all conditions (see Table 1 ). As with Experiment 3A, we analyzed gaze density of each participant separately and performed a 3-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Figure 8 ). The upper peak did not move along time (F(1, 12) = 1.09, p = 0.32), while the lower peaks moved slightly down over time (j108 pixels in the first period and j124 pixels in the second period). The difference was marginally significant (F(1, 12) = 4.63, p = 0.05). The density of the upper peak was higher than that of the lower peak (F(1, 12) = 7.37, p G 0.05) in both the first and second periods, which indicated that the upper body was preferentially inspected throughout the stimulus presentation. The density of the upper peak was slightly higher in the first period than in the second period (F(1, 12) = 3.61, p = 0.08). Thus, these gaze analyses suggested that the initial gaze bias toward the upper body was weakened as compared to Experiment 3A; however, the upper body was, nevertheless, inspected in both the first and second periods.
General discussion
In the present study, we investigated the relative contributions of the upper and lower bodies to direction discrimination in normal and hakobi walking. First, in Experiment 1, we confirmed that hakobi and normal walking shared the common characteristics of biological motion perception, that is, the inversion of the PL display and the removal of the upper body impaired direction discrimination. This would imply that it is unlikely that direction discrimination for the normal and hakobi PL walkers were qualitatively different. In Experiments 2 and 3A, the omission of the lower body impaired discrimination performance far more than the omission of the upper body. This was true for both normal and hakobi walking, thereby suggesting that it was a general tendency to depend largely on information from the lower body for direction discrimination of the PL walker. Perhaps the local motion of the lower body, particularly the ankle and toe, would be most informative with regard to the facing direction of the PL walker (Mather et al., 1992; Troje & Westhoff, 2006) . However, the upper body was also informative in direction discrimination of the PL walker, since the removal of the upper body impaired direction discrimination and since the observers showed performance above chance even for the static upper body. However, unlike the lower body, global configuration will play a key role in the case of the upper body. Discrimination performance for the static upper body was comparable with that for the upper body with local motion (Experiments 2 and 3B). Moreover, upper body performance for a normal walker was no better than that for a hakobi walker, despite the fact that the magnitude of local motion of the hakobi walker was smaller than that of the normal walker (see Figure 1) . Thus, discrimination performance did not seem to depend on the magnitude of local motion of the upper body; as a result, we conjectured that global configuration is a crucial piece of information in direction discrimination of the upper body, as local motion was for the lower body (Thurman et al., 2010) . While there has been a long discussion regarding which factor, local motion or global configuration, was dominant in biological motion perception (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007) , some research has suggested that both are used in a task-dependent manner (Chang & Troje, 2009; Thirkettle et al., 2009) . Our results implied that the relative importance of local motion and global configuration would also depend on the body areas in question.
In addition to the dissociation of dominant information between the upper and lower bodies, our dynamic gaze pattern analyses indicated that the roles of the upper and lower bodies in direction discrimination might be different. In Experiment 3A, the gaze was initially biased toward the upper or middle body area and then shifted toward the lower body area if it was present. Thus, initially, the upper body, perhaps specifically the configurational information of the upper body, was preferentially processed, and then the lower body came into use. Further, the initial inspection of the upper body would involve judgment of the presence or absence of the lower body without the use of the fovea (Ikeda, Blake, & Watanabe, 2005) , since the region of the lower body was rarely visited when the lower body was absent. In Experiment 3B, where the lower body was present in all trials, the initial gaze bias to the upper body was weakened (see Figure 8) . The initial gaze bias to the upper body can be partially attributed to the top-down attentional strategy (Thornton, Rensink, & Shiffrar, 2002) . Nevertheless, the region of the upper body was observed in comparable amount with that of the lower body. This was the case even when the upper body was absent and the observers were aware that the lower body was certainly present (Experiment 3B). The initial gaze preference for the upper body is surprising given the fact that the region of the lower body was little observed when it was absent (Experiment 3A). Moreover, the upper body provided much less information than the lower body for direction discrimination.
Why was the less informative upper body initially observed? Perhaps the upper body serves to localize a PL walker in dynamic motion noise. Since the position of the PL walker randomly varied from trial to trial, the observers were required to localize the PL walker prior to direction discrimination. Therefore, intrinsically or strategically, the upper body would be initially observed in order to determine the location of the PL walker, which is consistent with previous research that indicates that the upper body contributed to the detection of the PL walker (Pinto & Shiffrar, 1999) . This conjecture would also be supported by the enhanced discrimination of the full-body PL walker (Experiment 2).
If the upper and lower bodies were processed independently in the full-body condition, discrimination performance in this condition could not exceed the prediction by performance for the upper and lower body conditions. However, we found that discrimination performance for the full-body PL walker was better than predicted by the probability summation of discrimination performance for upper body alone and lower body alone (see Figure 5 , observation vs. prediction). The superiority of full-body display would be consistent with previous research that demonstrated that perceptual sensitivity for biological motion could be above probability summation over space and time (Neri, Morrone, & Burr, 1998 ). Since we observed this "full-body enhancement" even in the combination of dynamic lower body with static upper body, the enhancement cannot be attributed to increase in motion coherency of upper and lower bodies. Rather, in conjunction with the gaze pattern analyses, our current interpretation is that full-body display would facilitate the localization of the PL walker, mostly through the initial gaze bias to the upper body. In the case of the full-body PL walker, the detection of the upper body could reduce the positional uncertainty of the lower body and vice versa. Therefore, the initial inspection of the upper body could determine the location of the lower body and lead to the dedication of resources to directional discrimination of the lower body. On the other hand, in the case of upper body-absent conditions, where the region of the upper body was still inspected (Experiments 3A and 3B), identification of the absence of the upper body and localization of the lower body needed to precede direction discrimination of the lower body, which obviously required extra processing cost. Thus, although the lower body provided a large portion of the directional information, observers effectively used full-body information in direction discrimination of the PL walker (Lu & Liu, 2006; Thurman et al., 2010) . Further investigation, examining misaligned upper and lower bodies, would subserve to reveal greater detail on how localization and direction discrimination are performed for PL display.
In Experiments 2, 3A, and 3B, we presented only upright normal and hakobi walkers. Therefore, it is still open if "full-body enhancement" (Figure 5 ) could take place and if dynamic gaze pattern from upper to lower body area could be observed when the PL display is presented with inversion. Troje and Westhoff (2006) showed that the inversion effect took place even for the scrambled PL display and hypothesized that the impairment for inverted PL display would be due to the inefficiency of a visual filter that is tuned to the upright local motion (particularly of feet). However, their results will not deny the possibility that inversion impairs efficient process of upper and lower bodies (e.g., efficient gaze guidance by upper body). In order to reveal how the local visual filters and global mechanisms interactively work in biological motion perception, it would be worthwhile to address the effect of body areas in directional discrimination for inverted PL walker where the spatial relation of upper and lower bodies is unnatural.
In summary, the present study demonstrated that there is a qualitative difference in information usage for upper body and lower body in biological motion perception. Global configuration is the dominant information in the upper body, while local motion is dominant in the lower body. Furthermore, gaze pattern analyses indicated that the upper and lower bodies had different roles in direction discrimination. We conjectured that initially the upper body was inspected for localization of the PL walker, and then the lower body was examined for direction discrimination. Thus, it seemed that observers effectively used full-body information in perceiving biological motion. Along with examining minimal information that is sufficient for biological motion perception, this holistic approach can provide further insights into the way we understand the physical actions of others in our daily life.
Appendix A
In order to calculate the probability summation of the lower and upper body conditions, we applied a GLM estimation with a binomial probit model. The response, correct or incorrect, is a random variable that follows a binomial distribution whose probability was described as a function of noise strength:
ResponseðnÞ È BeðPrðnÞÞ;
where n is noise strength, Be is Bernoulli distribution, 6 indicates the cumulative Gaussian distribution, and Pr(n) yields a psychometric function of the correct response rate as a function of noise strength. The prediction of psychometric function is derived using a probability summation of psychometric function in lower and upper body conditions, in the following manner: 
where Pr lower and Pr upper indicate the psychometric function in the lower body and upper body conditions, respectively. Finally, the predicted and observed thresholds for fullbody condition were derived from these psychometric functions ( Figure 5 
